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Bio

White Noise Machine

•

Profane, profound, political – White Noise's poetry
swings between baroque and bombastic.

•

A regular on Toronto stages, a repeat slam
champion, three-time hometown rep in the
Canadian Festival of Spoken Word.

•

Perilously in love with anyone who is in love with
language.

•

City hall columnist for Toronto's NOW Magazine,
under the bizarre pseudonym Mike Smith

Before Viewing

White Noise Machine

Before viewing Advertising:

•

What’s your favourite or least favourite commercial?
What do you like or dislike about it?

•

In what ways are you influenced by ads? Give
examples.

•

According to the Media Dynamics publication, Media
Matters, a typical adult has potential daily exposure
to about 600-625 ads in various forms. 272 of these
exposures come from the major traditional media
(TV, radio, magazines, and newspapers). What might
the others be?

•

What are some pitfalls of a consumer society?

View Advertising
2 minutes, 50 seconds

After Viewing

White Noise Machine

After viewing Advertising:

•
•

Whose point of view does White Noise take and why?
What is the tone of voice White Noise uses? Does he
change his tone of voice? Where and why?

‣

Tone is a manner of speaking, writing, or creating
that reveals the attitude of the speaker, author or
producer towards a subject or audience. Tone may
be formal, informal, intimate, solemn, somber, playful,
serious, ironic, condescending, etc.

•

What techniques does he use to enhance the
performance? (e.g., repetition, slang, speed of delivery)

•

What is White Noise telling us about advertising in our
society? How does it affect us individually and as a society?

Activities

White Noise Machine

•

WRITE about how advertising affects your life. Use
specific examples of ads. Do you feel these ads make
you predisposed to want to buy their products.
Why?

•

WRITE your own poem, short story or skit that is
condescending towards something in our society,
like White Noise Machine’s parody of advertising.
For example, an ad that urges you to buy a ‘green’
car and save the world when you feel the company
really just wants your money.

•

PERFORM your piece.

Before Viewing

White Noise Machine

Before viewing This Poem will Never be Finished:

•

What are your concerns for the future of the world
we live in?

•

What are your hopes?

View This Poem
will Never be
Finished
3 minutes, 45 seconds

After Viewing

White Noise Machine

After viewing This Poem will Never be Finished:

•

White Noise reads this piece sitting down, rather
than standing and performing from memory. How
does the reading affect you differently from his
stand-up performance style?

•
•

What are the narrator’s fears for his daughter?
What are his wishes for his daughter?

Activities 1

White Noise Machine

•

WRITE a letter to a future child of yours (or a child
of the future). Include at least 3 fears and 3 wishes.

•

WRITE a journal entry responding to this poem. How
does the different performance style affect your
response to the poem?

•

CREATE a mind map of your future, extending out
5-10 yrs. Start with your present and create a
pathway of words and images of things that might
happen in the world around you, as well as things that
you would like to accomplish and things that will
affect your life. Remember to put in both good and
bad occurrences as well as hopes and fears.

•

A mind map is a good way to generate ideas for any
type of writing. (Sample mind map by Elspeth Reid.)

Activities 2

White Noise Machine

View Interview
with White Noise
Machine
5 minutes, 14 seconds

Activities

•

White Noise Machine

WRITE a journal entry commenting on something
mentioned in the interview, or ask a question that
was not in the interview. What more would you like
to know about White Noise Machine, aka Mike
Smith?
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